Texas State University Campus Standard Interior Paint Palette
For Walls and Ceilings

Standard Neutral Colors
Whites:
- SW6119 Antique White
- SW6105 Divine White
- SW6385 Dover White

Standard Accent Colors
Mid-range Colors:
- SW7050 Useful Gray
- SW6106 Kilim Beige
- SW6113 Interactive Cream
- SW6164 Svelte Sage
- SW6211 Rainwashed
- SW7016 Mindful Gray

Darker Colors:
- SW0037 Morris Room Grey
- SW9164 Illusive Green
- SW7048 Urbane Bronze

Branding Colors
Traditional Branding Colors:
- Texas State F65M1 Match (Custom Color Match – Maroon)
- Texas State Gold (New)

Modified Branding Colors:

Combination 1:
- SW6109 Hopsack
- SW2856 Fairfax Brown

Combination 2:
- SW6128 Blonde
- SW2837 Aurora Brown
Application of Palette:

Where applicable, **Standard Neutral Colors** shall be the primary source for interior wall and ceilings in renovations and new construction as coordinates with existing finishes and to coordinate with new proposed FF&E selections.

**Standard Accent Colors in Mid-range Colors** are intended to be utilized as the primary source for accent colors for sparing application in coordination with appropriate FF&E palette selections used in conjunction with **Standard Neutral Colors**. When proposing the use of these accent colors, they shall not be located on walls that will be visible from the exterior of a building or from the common use corridor which would detract from the overall look of the building’s design. These colors shall not be used at ceilings.

**Standard Accent Colors in Darker Colors**, and **Branding Colors (Traditional Branding Colors and Modified Branding Colors)** are intended to be utilized as the secondary source for accent colors for even more limited application also used in conjunction with **Standard Neutral Colors** and possibly with **Mid-Range Colors**. These colors shall still coordinate with appropriate FF&E palette selections whether existing or new. Due to the intense nature of these colors, their application will be very limited and specific in location. When proposing the use of these accent colors, they shall not be located on walls that will be visible from the exterior of a building or from the common use corridor which would detract from the overall look of the building’s design. These colors shall not be used at ceilings.

All paint shall be per Texas State University Construction Standards found at: http://www.facilities.txstate.edu/pdc/Projects_Documents/Construction-Standards.html

All FF&E palettes subject to approval per current project review procedures.